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the warrens made the house their home for 3
days while they investigated, but they didnt

actually find anything. they got spooked by one
of the caretaker kids and left the house because

they felt like they were in danger. in the end,
they returned to the kastner house the next day
to keep it as a resort property. but things didnt

go so well for them there. when the warrens had
their troubles there, they claimed the house is

haunted. by this time, however, the kastners had
a new set of caretakers, and they werent that

interested in the warrens at all. so ed and
lorraine decided to let the house go. the

williamses built a new house on the property.
they werent the kastners, and they werent the

warrens, but they had everything they needed to
have a decent life. theres no way that ed and
lorraine warren could have had all of that. the
warrens werent just involved in the amityville
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horror murders; they were also there when the
lutz family was murdered in 1964. that incident
didnt even happen in amityville though, since

the kastner house was a different location from
the lutz house. no matter how we cut it, the

court case, the warrens role in it, and the arne
warren murder are more real than this nonsense.

it also doesn't help that the conjuring 3 has
plenty of plot holes, and it's a very flat movie

that leaves you wishing there was a little more
character development. ed warren is barely in
the film, and lorraine warrens role is limited to
asking the main characters to find a killer. the
film also glosses over the fact that the warrens

never went to the real house (as far as we
know), and the only named location is the dog
kennel. and the central tenants of the warrens

supernatural work are completely absent.
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in the 1980s, the warrens were profiled in the
book the new investigators by gerald carpenter.
carpenter included claims from both sides of the
warrens story, from those who were skeptical of
their claims, as well as from their supporters. the

warrens are sometimes referred to as the
houdinis of the paranormal world. in the book

the haunted, by brandon stroud, a more recent
in depth look into the warrens, stroud states that
the warrens were more than just teachers, and
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he also calls them frauds. the warrens the
haunted book includes quotes from the warrens
themselves which have been reproduced in the

film. in one, lorraine warren says, we were
tempted to use the old college try saying, but we

decided to try a little harder. in the haunted
book, stroud also states that the warrens had to
convince themselves and others that they did
not get to be rich by taking advantage of the

gullible public. this was despite the fact that they
had success and money as a result of their real

estate career. they claimed that,the warrens
arent the only case where theres a lot of money
to be made on the paranormal; theres also the
michael jackson, elvis presley, and the green

bay packers cases. though, in all three of these
cases, the claims turned out to be true. the

warrens are also often credited with originating
the phrase, i think,im not really sure i believe in

the paranormal. it came from one of the first
paranormal shows they did in 1984 when they
were featured on the a&e paranormal show,
paranormal state. though, the phrase itself is
much older, and in fact, it is thought to have

originated in the early 20th century. the phrase
has changed and evolved over time. in the early
1900s, it was more commonly used to describe

the possible existence of ghosts, as in i dont
think that im not really sure if im not really sure

im not really sure if im not really sure im not
really sure if im not really sure im not really sure
im not really sure im not really sure im not really
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sure im not really sure i believe in the
paranormal. 5ec8ef588b
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